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ABSTRACT 

 

The aging population is expected to increase substantially in the future. The fatal crash 

rates (per mile traveled) involving older drivers (65+) are considerably higher than those of 

younger drivers. This research involved conducting computational experiments involving 

dummy models to investigate the biomechanics of older drivers in vehicular crashes. Before 

conducting these experiments, the concepts of biological changes in older populations needed to 

be addressed. This allowed us to first find out what makes the older drivers different from 

younger drivers. It was found that driving posture is one of the two key differences between the 

two age groups. The Hybrid III computational dummy model was used to investigate the effect 

of driving posture. The other key finding shows that older drivers are affected by aging factors 

such as material properties decrease and thickness decrease of bones. The Total Human Model 

for Safety (THUMS) was used because it can be modified to represent an aged driver to be used 

in the crash simulations.   

For the posture investigation, the idea is that driving posture for older drivers tend to be 

closer to the steering wheel whereas younger drivers are more laid back was incorporated. All 

computational work was completed in LS-DYNA; a finite element code used for non-linear 

impact analysis. The Finite Element (FE) simulation was validated by comparing the FE results 

with physical crash test results. These results were found in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standards and Regulations (FMVSS) Report 208 for Frontal Crash Test. For subsequent 

simulations, posture changes based on the idea of aging according to literature review were 

implemented.  
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For the Head Injury Criteria, the extended shoulders of an older driver yielded percent 

differences as high as 16%. The arms acted like braces to restrain the torso while the head 

continued forward. The extended knees also yielded a 16% increase in head injury. As for the 

chest acceleration, the extended hip and torso joints showed increased values. It was concluded 

that sitting closer was beneficial for the Head Injury Criteria but the opposite was true for the 

chest acceleration. The posture changes did not affect the pelvis acceleration. This investigation 

gave us a better understanding of what occurs in automobile accidents specific to older 

occupants. This knowledge can be useful in designing engineering approaches to mitigate 

injuries.   

 Using the aged model, the material properties decrease yielded the highest chest 

deflection of 13.3%. For the bone thickness decrease, the chest acceleration showed the highest 

increase of 12.5%. The head acceleration and chest deflection showed noticeable increases. 

Overall with all three aging factors in place, the head and chest accelerations yielded high 

increases. Whereas for the deflection, it remains the same. The thoracic rotation increased the 

head resultant acceleration. The rotation decreased the deflection of the thorax because the ribs 

were more in line with the force imposed by the crash. It can withstand more force when the ribs 

are more parallel with the force. As for the chest acceleration, no significant change was present.  

It can be concluded that the older drivers in rear impacts experienced higher (Neck Injury 

Criterion) NICmax than younger drivers as much as 6.9% percent for the material property 

decrease and bone thickness decrease. The thorax rotation yielded a 4.7% decrease in NICmax. It 

is possible that this aging factor caused the thorax to conform more into the seatback thus 

reducing the injury. The bone thickness decreased affected the NICmax greatly whereas the 
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material property decreased did show signs of minimal positive influence. The material property 

decreased yielded 0.8% increase while the thickness decreased yielded a 3.0% increase.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Motivation 

 

The population aged 65 and older is expected to increase in the U.S, from 43 million in 

2012 to 84 million in 2050 (Ortman et al., 2014). The older population accounted for 18% of the 

total traffic fatalities (35,000) in 2015 (NHTSA, 2015). Subsequently, with the increase in older 

population, the number of vehicle crash related fatalities will increase. There is a need for 

methods to prevent these fatalities or mitigate injuries specific to the older population. This 

research explores the injury criteria and biomechanics of aging drivers resulted from vehicle 

accidents. With the knowledge, we can design engineering-based mitigation methods to help 

lessen the injuries that are specific for aging drivers.  

This research focused on learning about the biomechanics of the aging population in 

vehicular crashes through the usage of Finite Element (FE) simulation. This method allows 

numerous experiments to be carried out at the cost of computational power and time. This is a 

better approach than conducting physical vehicle crash tests which are both expensive and 

impractical. However, to achieve this goal, the appropriate tools and resources need to be 

obtained. Many studies on crashworthiness and occupant safety have been conducted but the 

factor of aging is not prevalent. The commercially available dummy models are representations 

of the younger population which are of 35-year-old drivers that represents the 50th percentile 

population. This research made use of the Hybrid III dummy model and the more detailed Total 

Human Model for Safety (THUMS) model.  
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Before diving into the investigation, literature review was completed to establish the 

differences between the young and old population that can be implemented in the research. It 

was found that not only body anatomy and composition changes are relevant between the two 

groups but also driving posture. Through the usage of the Hybrid III dummy model, the 

implementation of posture changes was conducted. The dummy model which consists of metal 

rods and viscous foams, is a twice removed representation of the real human body. By changing 

the driving posture, the comparison of the engineering based injury criteria was made which can 

yield valuable insight of the aging drivers’ injuries. To further investigate the aging drivers in 

vehicular crashes, the THUMS model was used. It is a closer representation of the human body. 

Modifications were made to develop an “aged” human model.  

 

Research Objectives 

 

Objective I: Explore the effect of postures changes due to aging on the injury criteria in 

frontal vehicle crashes. This section describes the aging aspect of the older population in terms of 

driving posture and how it affects the injury outcome. The idea of aging driving posture is 

dissected into two separate ideas found in separate studies. It is a combination of two things; 

driving posture does affect the outcome of a crash and older population exhibits different driving 

posture from the younger drivers’. There are well established studies conducted on effects of 

individual bodily regions in terms of variability in driving posture during frontal vehicular 

impact without the influence of age.  

Objective II: Develop an aged human model through the modification of THUMS model. 

This model can be a valuable tool in future investigation of the older population biomechanics in 

vehicular crashes.  
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Figure 1  Research objectives map 

 

Objective III: The aged model will be used in a frontal crash to further investigate older 

driver injury. The driving posture objective was an introduction in the investigating of old driver 

injury in a crash but by using the aged model, a more accurate investigation can be conducted 

based on stresses and limits of the human body. This yields a better understanding of the injury 

specific to older occupants.  

Objective IV: The introduction of Autonomous Vehicles (AV) can prove to be a great 

option for keeping or increasing the mobility of older drivers where roadways are fully utilized 

by AVs. But the transition from traditional vehicles to AVs can have many issues. One issue is 

when a stopped autonomous vehicle is crashed from the rear by a traditional vehicle with a 

human driver.  The impacting vehicle doesn’t stop in time and crashes into the stopped AV. This 
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objective investigates the injuries that are associated with older drivers in rear end collisions. 

With this knowledge, future AVs can be designed to best mitigate these injuries.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Finite Element Research for Older Drivers  

 

The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) has developed 

framework for developing a parametric human FE model which can automatically adjusts and 

recreates itself according to the parameters given such as age, gender, and body mass index (Hu 

et al., 2012). Thus, this can help overcome the variance in different aging population samples. 

Focusing on the morphological changes in the thorax region, Generalized Procrustes Analysis 

(GPA) was conducted on computed tomography (CT) image data of 63 individuals to develop 

shape change coefficients. This enables the development of scalable thorax shapes for a number 

of different ages (Gayzik et al., 2008). These findings can prove to be a helpful tool in modifying 

generic FE dummy models into elderly ones (Gayzik et al., 2006). It is evident that age related 

research is in the early stages of development and there is a growing need for it. In this research, 

with the limitation on resources, two approaches are used to investigate the biomechanics of 

older drivers in crashes. The first approach involves the concept that older drivers sit differently 

than younger drivers. This gives an introductory insight on the biomechanics. The second 

approach is to modify an existing human model with the appropriate aging factors to obtain an 

aged person to be used in subsequent simulations. The second approach is achievable giving the 

current resources and it gives a more in depth look at the biomechanics of older occupants.  
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Driving Posture 

 

This portion of the research involves combining the ideas of driving posture and age that 

are found in existing literature. There are well established studies conducted on effects of 

individual bodily regions in terms of variability in driving posture during frontal vehicular 

impact without the influence of age. One study investigated the effects of posture on the pattern 

of left-side and right-side hip injuries in offset and angled frontal impact using femurs from 

cadavers. A total of 35 femur bones were tested in adducted and flexed angle from the neutral 

hip angle (Rupp et al., 2003). In another similar study, the knee component was investigated. 

Cadaver knee joints taken from the older population were used to investigate patella subjected to 

different magnitudes of blunt impact forces. The femur and tibia formed a 90 degree flexed angle 

with the patella is exposed for impact and injury (Meyer and Haut, 2003).  

These experiments focused solely on individual body parts at the time of crash but that is 

hardly the case in an automobile accident. The other body parts influence the way a certain body 

part gets injured. One study focused on predicting long term injury in the neck portion influenced 

by seat geometry and comfortable seating posture. The results were taken from numerous 

numerical reconstructed automobile accidents. Correlations were made in terms of injury, and 

variations of seat geometry and driving posture (Eriksson and Kullgren, 2006). In another study, 

the body posture during pre-crash was investigated through the use finite element method. The 

posture variable in this case differs from the comfortable driving posture mentioned previously. 

It is the driver’s natural tendency to perform evasive movement before the frontal collision. One 

specific scenario included analyzing the situations where no braking or pre-impact braking occur 

(Antona et al., 2011). 
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Similarly, a study assessed the effects of posture change along with pre-impact braking in 

reducing neck and chest injury risk in frontal impacts (Ito et al., 2012). Another study has been 

conducted using 38 participants in 3 live driving sessions to simulate driving posture in both 

sedan and sports utility vehicles. The participants comprised of different age groups and genders. 

In general, older drivers show smaller angles at the right elbow and hip which indicates that they 

tend to sit closer to the steering wheel (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2009).  

There are well established studies conducted on effects of individual bodily regions in 

terms of variability in driving posture during frontal vehicular impact without the influence of 

age. While these experiments focused solely on individual body parts at the time of crash but that 

is hardly the case in an automobile accident. The other body parts influence the way a certain 

body part gets injured. This research addressed this by using full vehicle and dummy models to 

investigate full body biomechanics.  

 

Anatomical Characteristics of Older Population 

 

The concept of modifying a generic finite element dummy model which represents the 

generic 35-year-old male driver into an “aged” dummy model that can represent the aging driver 

population, involves intricate modifications to the physiological structure, material properties, 

and other parameters that define the aging process. One study uses an automatic mesh generator 

to accurately model subject-specific finite element models of femoral bones. The results were 

verified by comparing FE models to the physical in-vitro samples. The meshes were found to be 

numerically accurate and similar in weight (Viceconti, 2004). The importance of mesh quality 

lies not only in skeletal bones but also the skeletal muscles that are attached to them. The 
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mechanical behavior of the skeletal muscles of the human model is considered in two domains 

that are represented by two separate meshes linked elastically to account for the interaction 

between the muscle fibers to its extracellular matrix (Yucesoy, 2002). Many research using 

physical testing have been conducted to determine the effects of aging on the population in terms 

of physiology and anatomy. In terms of computational methods, the majority of research 

conducted have been utilizing computed tomography images of elderly bones to automatically 

generate meshes for use in finite element analysis (Viceconti and Taddei, 2003).  

On the other side of the spectrum, experimental data available in literature have been 

incorporated into modifying parameters to account for age adjustment to develop aged human 

model. One experiment conducted involved altering the ultimate strain in cortical bones of the 

THUMS model for the age adjustment to be used in frontal collision (Forman et al., 2012). The 

limitation to this would be the dependence on the age-related parameters data in literature to be 

reliable and accurate. Fortunately, the data available on material property changes are abundant 

and thoroughly investigate but the methods for incorporating said changes in FE model 

modification are rather scarce. Research have been conducted on the elderly femora bones with 

6% lower initial modulus of Elasticity and 10% lower yield stress compared to that of a young 

adult (Courtney et al., 1996). To replicate the rib angle change due to aging, a force was placed 

on the sternum of the H-Thorax model with the spine fixed in place while rotating the rib cage 

until the 9th rib has been rotated approximately seven degrees to achieve the raised rib cage 

morphologic change that most elderly undergoes (Kent et al., 2005). In the same experiment 

concurrently, two other modifications were implemented to achieve the aging effect; decreasing 

the material properties of the trabecular and cortical bone and reducing the cortical shell 

thickness from 5mm to 3mm for all the ribs (Kent et al., 2005). Another researcher conducted 
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experiments following a similar approach to obtained an aged thorax model and the results were 

validated with respect to known published data (El-Jawahri, 2010).  

Similarly, another researcher changed the material properties of the thorax of the 

THUMS model to represent an elderly human model to be used in chest compression tests. The 

properties’ values used were obtained from small specimen testing of cortical bones taken from 

post mortem human subjects (PMHS). The approach was then validated by comparing the results 

with physical compression chest of the thorax obtained from the same PMHS where the cortical 

bones were extracted from (Tamura, 2015).  

Aside from solely just changing mechanical properties of material, geometric 

modification approaches were utilized to avoid having to rely on material values obtain from 

another source. One such study uses the radial basis function (RBF) interpolation using the thin-

plate spline as its basis function (Schoell, 2014). This approach can be used to go beyond just 

modifying specific portions of the body but instead can modify the entire shape of the human 

body. Also, in addition to RBF, the kriging approach can be used to achieve the same result 

(Fressmann, 2014).  

Human bones continue to strengthen since birth and plateau at the age of 35, and begin to 

decrease from that point onwards (Frost, 1997). The cortical bone toughness begins to deteriorate 

a total of 40% by the age of 100 from 40 years of age. The toughness is characterized using a 

variable known as fracture toughness (Kc) (Nalla et al., 2004). The cortical bones’ moduli of 

elasticity (E) decrease by 2.3% per decade from its highest value of 15.2 GPa, the strength (yield 

stress) decreases 3.7% from its highest value of 170 MPa, and Kc decreases 4.1% from the 

highest value of 6.4 MPa (Zioupos and Currey, 1998). The tensile properties of cortical bones  

indicate that the ultimate stress decreases 5%, and ultimate strain decreases 9% (McCalden, 
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1993). Linear aging functions have been developed to show the decrease in ultimate tensile stress 

of cortical bones based on age. Among the different researchers’ data, large variations exist 

among them (El-Jawahri, 2010). In the lower regions of the body, the stress in the post-yield 

portion and failure strains of the elderly is 20% and 10% less than that of young adults 

respectively (Yamada, 1970). The factors that affect injury risks are linked to three groups: 

material, geometric, and compositional characteristics (Kent et al., 2005). In terms of 

compositional changes, the cross-sectional area of the ribs decrease approximately 0.19 mm2 per 

year after the age of 25 due to a process known as circumendosteal resorption (Stein, 1976).    

These studies conducted aging effects on individual bodily regions. While these 

experiments focused solely on individual body parts at the time of crash but that is hardly the 

case in an automobile accident. The other body parts influence the way a certain body part gets 

injured. This research incorporates the aging effects onto the whole human model.   

 

Autonomous Vehicles and Rear Impact Crashes 

 

The introduction of autonomous vehicle (AV) can increase the mobility of older drivers 

by 14% (Harper et al., 2016; Reimer, 2014). Autonomous technologies have been in 

development for many years. Driving assistance systems such as frontal crash detection has 

proven to be effective (Hannan et al., 2008; Hayashi et al., 2012). This has led to the 

development of fully automated vehicles (Shladover, 2017). With the emergence of AVs, fine 

tuning of these automated technologies is needed in order to fully avoid crashes (Gordon, 2015). 

Some benefits of autonomous vehicles are fuel efficiency, travel time reduction, and travel costs 

(Fagnant and Kockelman, 2015).  
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To fully transition to autonomous vehicles, certain challenges need to be overcome. Lane 

change is one of the challenges with autonomous vehicles. The coordination of lane changing is 

a process that involves judgement done by human intelligence. To fully automate this process, 

complex algorithms need to be developed (Chen et al., 2013; Desiraju et al., 2015). Another 

challenge is the reaction time between switching control from fully autonomation to human 

driver. This disengagement time was found to be average 0.83 seconds among different 

companies (Dixit et al., 2016). Also, obstacle avoidance is a big challenge; obstacles include 

pedestrians, vehicles, and traffic objects can cause crashes involving autonomous vehicles. 

Improved technologies like the LIDAR sensor can provide optimized obstacle avoidance (Liu et 

al., 2014). While these technologies are good for the autonomous vehicles, with the assumption 

that roadways are only utilized by AVs, the benefits mentioned can be achieved. But the 

transition from traditional vehicles to AVs can have many issues along the transition process. 

One big issue is a stopped autonomous vehicle being impacted from the rear by a vehicle with a 

human driver (Lin, 2015). All autonomous vehicles crashes (100%)  involved collisions with 

another motor vehicle and 73% of the AV crashes are rear end collisions (Sivak and Schoettle, 

2015). Safety measures are needed to help mitigate or lessen the severity of rear impact crashes 

involving AVs.  

Rear end collisions are one of the common mode of accidents among older drivers. This 

type of accidents is either caused by rear end collision with a vehicle which is either still moving 

or stopping at a traffic intersection (Johannsen and Muller, 2013). Driving environments such as 

multiple lane (3+) highways have an higher risk of rear end collisions for older drivers (Yan et 

al., 2005). For rear end collisions, older drivers are likely sustain severe injuries such as whiplash 

(Liu et al., 2007). Older drivers have a higher risk of cervical spine injuries (CSD) in rear end 
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crashes (Hell et al., 2010). The injury involves rapid hyperextension (backward movement) and 

hyperflexion (forward movement) of the neck. The injury occurs to the soft tissue in cervical 

spine which is complicated to quantify that can lead to chronic neck pain (Tencer et al., 2003). 

Head rest angles have effects on the kinematics of neck during whiplash. Impact time and impact 

force direction are influenced by the angle of the head rest (Teo et al., 2003).  

One study proposed using different energy absorbing seat base foams with different 

shapes and characteristics for different speeds of collision (Himmetoglu et al., 2008; Mansour 

and Romilly, 2011). These mitigation approaches all involve seating and head restraint because 

these two are huge factors in whiplash injury. Some design concepts for integrating whiplash 

mitigation in head restrain and seat include reactive head restraint where the head restraint reacts 

according to the torso of the occupant. It activates a linkage systems where it pushes forward the 

head restraint to meet the back of the head (Farmer et al., 2003). It was found that this reduce 

whiplash injury by 43%. A similar approach is the reactive seat which reduces differential 

motion between the head and torso and it works by expanding the hinge on both sides of the seat 

pan and backrest. The energy is absorbed in the hinge by translating the seat backwards and then 

rotating rearward by deforming the linkage system (Lundell et al., 1998). Another concept is the 

smart head restraint. It uses ultrasonic sensors, actuators, and computer code to move the 

restraint to the optimum position to reduce risk of injury (Acar et al., 2007). The objective of this 

portion is to find out the difference in neck injury between older drivers and younger drivers in 

rear end collisions due to the likeliness of using autonomous vehicles. This information can 

enable us to design the autonomous vehicles to better suit the likely consumer.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORY 

 

Nonlinear Transient Finite Element Analysis  

 

  The research is based on the usage of Finite Element Anaylsis (FEA); particularly the 

code LS-DYNA. It is a multi-purpose code used for analyzing large static and dynamic problems 

(LSTC, 2017). It’s highly suitable for vehicular impact analysis because of its nonlinear dynamic 

capabilities. The differences between linear and nonlinear problems lie in the stiffness, contact, 

and geometry. In nonlinear dynamic simulation, the combination of nonlinear analysis with 

dynamic loading and unloading is taking place. The loads are nonlinear in behavior; that is when 

the surface is largely deformed by the initial contact of the load upon the surface and 

continuation of the loading on the deformed surface causes a different outcome than if no 

deformation has taken place. This is evidently important in vehicular crash simulations. Large 

deformation occurs that can alter nonlinear behavior in both the vehicle and its response to 

dynamic loading. Transient dynamic analysis is used to best describe that behavior. It is a 

method used to determine dynamic response of a structure due to any type of loading that varies 

with time. The results that are sought are time-varying displacements, velocities, and 

accelerations at each time step and in turn, they are used to calculate strains, stresses, and forces 

(MacDonald, 2007). The effects of inertia and/or damping definitely play a huge part in dynamic 

analysis. LS-DYNA provides two types of solvers; explicit solver or implicit solver. While static 

analyses are computed using implicit solvers; dynamic analyses can computed using both and 
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have both advantages and disadvantages in whichever one is chosen. Good judgment is used to 

determine which is feasible for the specific problem.  

The code uses explicit time integration but there are methods within LS-DYNA to 

conduct implicit analysis. For nonlinear implicit dynamic analysis, the solution of each time step 

requires many iterations to reach convergence. For explicit analysis, the nodal accelerations are 

solved directly. Generally, the time step size in explicit analysis must be small while implicit has 

larger the time step size (Livermore, 2014). Explicit analysis determines the solution at time t + 

Δt by using the solution at time t whereas implicit anaylsysis determines the solution at time t + 

Δt by itself plus the solution determined at time t. Explicit analysis is more suitable for short-

duration loads such as impact because they demand a small time step and are conditionally stable 

(Cook, 2002). There are specific problems that require either implicit or explicit analysis. For 

example, if a high speed load is applied over a short duration, implicit integration method is not 

suitable. This is why high impact problems are solved using explicit analysis. The critical 

timestep is very important to explicit analyses. The critical timestep is determined by the 

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion. It’s the element’s length divided by the speed of sound. The 

speed of sound through an element depends on its stiffness and density.  

 

Contact Modeling  

 

 The purpose of contact is to allow the interaction of two unmerged parts. Without 

contact, parts would pass through one another in the finite element simulation. The part being 

impacted is called the “master” while the impacting part is called the “slave”. There are three 

types of contacts in LS-DYNA; Penalty Based Method, Kinematic Constraint Method, and 
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Distributed Parameter Method (LSTC, 2017). The Kinematic Constraint Method is used to apply 

contraints on the displacement of slave nodes in certain coordinate axis. The conservation of 

energy is ensured to maintain accuracy of the contact. For the Distributed Parameter Method, 

50% of the slave elements’ mass are distributed over the master’s surface area. The pressure at 

which the mass is distributed depends on the internal stress of the slave elemets. The master 

surface’s acceleration is updated after every distribution and contraints are applied on the slave 

nodes such that the slave nodes move along the master surface.  

Implementing the correct contact between objects is important, especially in large 

deformation such as vehicle crash. In crash applications, penalty based contacts are ideal. The 

Penalty Based Method works by imposing a proportional force to resist the slave node or part 

from penetrating the master part or segment. There are two other variants of the Penalty Based 

Method (LSTC, 2017); Soft Constraint Penalty (“SOFT” = 1 or 2 option in contact card is 

utilized), and Segment-based Penalty Formulations. The Soft Constraint variant is used when 

two parts with large difference in material stiffness are impacting. The Segment-based Penalty 

variant differs from the Standard Penalty in which segment to segment is used instead of node to 

segment. The main difference between the three types of penalty based contacts is the 

determination of the stiffness matrix. The penalty interface force “f” is calculated when the slave 

node is penetrated through the master segment as the following (LSTC, 2017):  

 

𝑓 =  −𝑙𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑖      (1) 
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where “l” is the length of penetration “ki” is the segment stiffness matrix, and ni is the rotational 

matrix normal to the master segment at the point of contact. The stiffness “ki” is determined as 

follows: 

  

𝑘𝑖 =
𝑓𝑠𝑖𝐾𝑖𝐴𝑖

2

𝑉𝑖
       (2) 

 

where “Ki” is the bulk modulus, “Ai” is the surface area, “Vi” is the volume, and “fsi’” is the 

interface stiffness scale factor usually set as 0.10 as default. Increasing this value may fix contact 

issues such as negative volume but it also may cause instabilities. To remedy this, the time step 

size needs to be adjusted.  

 For the Soft Constraint Penalty when “SOFT” is set as 1, an additional contact stiffness 

“kcs” is introduced to the local contact system and is determined as follows (LSTC, 2017):  

 

𝑘𝑐𝑠 =
1

2
(𝑆𝑂𝐹𝑆𝐶𝐿)𝑚 (

1

𝑡𝑐
)

2

     (3) 

 

where “SOFSCL” is the scale factor for soft constraint that can be triggered on the 

“Control_Contact” card. The “m” is the function of nodal mass and “tc” is initial timestep. The 

timestep is reset whenever the solution timestep increases. Timestep restrictions can be imposed 

to prevent instabilities as shown in Appendix A. The larger value between ki and kcs is used to 

compute the interface force.  

 For the Segment-based Penalty when “SOFT” is set as 2, segment masses are used 

instead of nodal mass as in Soft Constraint Penalty. The “kcs” is instead calculated as follows 

(LSTC, 2017):  
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𝑘𝑐𝑠 =
1

2
(𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐹𝐴𝐶)(𝑆𝐹𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐹𝑀) (

𝑚1𝑚2

𝑚1+𝑚2
) (

1

𝑡𝑐
)

2

   (4) 

 

where “SLSFAC” is scale factor for soft constraint interaction. The “SFS” and “SFM” are scale 

factors for the slave and master respectively. The larger value of the two is used. These options 

are available in the contact card. The “m1” and “m2” are masses of the slave and master 

segments. The initial timestep is the same as the Soft Constraint Penalty except it is updated only 

if the solution timestep increases by 5% or more.  

The three commonly used penalty based contact types are discussed in the following. 

Contact_Nodes_to_Surface is a contact type where slave nodes impact a surface. It’s ideal for 

contact problems where the contact area is known. It is important to set coarser mesh surfaces to 

be impacted surface whereas finer mesh elements to be impacting nodes. 

Contact_Surface_to_Surface is a contact type where two surfaces are in contact. The notion of 

choosing which is master and slave is obsolete because the contact is symmetric. This type of 

contact is ideal for parts with large known contact surface areas. This contact also accounts for 

large sliding contact and mesh density is not considered. Contact_Single_Surface is a contact 

type that considers contact between all parts defined in the set as well as contact within 

themselves. This is contact is used when the contact surfaces are not known. The newer updated 

contacts in LS-DYNA are added with the “Automatic” function. The “Automatic” always 

considers thickness offsets (half the shell thickness) and has no segment orientation which allows 

it to consider both directions.  
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Material Models 

 

This section discusses the commonly used material models used in the crash simulations. 

The following table gives an overview of those materials:  

 

Table 1 Common material models used in crash simulations  

Material  Description  

001 Elastic  Simplest material where density, elasticity & Poisson’s 

Ratio need to be known. It is used for elastic parts of the 

trabecular bones of THUMS, and elastic parts of dummy 

(e.g. skull cap)  

024 Linear_Piecewise_Plasticity Material type that includes strain rate effects. Stress-Strain 

curve can be used.  It is used for cortical bones of THUMS.  

057 Low_Density_Foam Material type with low elasticity with Stress-Strain curve. 

It is used for vehicle cushions and soft parts, dummy soft 

parts imitating flesh, and THUMS’ trabecular bones and 

soft tissues.  

 

For “Mat_Elastic” material, the co-rotational rate of the Cauchy stress tensor is determined as 

follows (LSTC, 2017):  

 

𝑆𝑖𝑗
∇

𝑛+
1
2 = 2𝐺𝜖

𝑖𝑗

𝑛+
1

2      (5) 

 

where “G” and “K” are the elastic shear modulus and bulk modulus respectively.  
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 For the “Mat_Linear_Piecewise_Plasticity” material, yield stress is determined as (LSTC, 

2017):  

 

𝜙 =
1

2
𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑗 −

σ𝑦
2

3
≤ 0     (6) 

 

𝜎𝑦 = 𝛽[𝜎0 + 𝑓ℎ(𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑝 )]     (7) 

 

where “β” is the strain rate effect, and 𝑓ℎ(𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑝 ) is the hardening function where 𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝
 is the effect 

plastic strain. These variables are inputted into the material card to account for the strain rate 

effect.  

 

Element Formulation 

 

This section discusses briefly about the element formulations used for the beams, shells, 

and solids. The element formulations were kept as the FE model developers chosen. The 

following table shows what formulations were used:  

 

Table 2 Element formulations used in FE models   

 Vehicles Hybrid III THUMS 

Beams Hughes-Liu  Hughes-Liu  Truss  

Shells Belytschko-Tsay Belytschko-Tsay Fully-integrated shell 

Solids Constant stress Constant stress Fully-integrated solid  
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The default “Hughes-Liu” beam formulation is derived from degenerating an 8-node solid 

element into a 2-node beam. The default “Belytschko-Tsay” shell is an efficient formulation that 

combines co-rotational and velocity-strain (LSTC, 2017). The main drawback is that hourglass 

effect occurs. This effect occurs when non-physical deformation occurs in under-integrated 

elements. There are two ways to address this; the first one is through the usage of  

 “Hourglass” card and fully-integrated formulations. However, fully-integrated shell formulation 

is computationally expensive but it is more robust and stable and can avoid the hourglass effect.  

 Hourglass control works by introducing an internal force to resist the non-physical 

deformation. There are two types of hourglass controls; stiffness forms and viscous forms. The 

stiffness forms introduce hourglass forces based on the nodal displacements of the hourglass 

modes whereas the viscous forms introduce the force based on the nodal velocities (LSTC, 

2017). The former is ideal for crash simulations while the latter is ideal for explosions involving 

high strain rates.  

 

Biomechanics 

 

Occupant biomechanics is the response of the occupant to forces during the crash. This 

section expands on the mechanics of the occupant during the crash. The occupant can be 

modeled as connecting lumped masses where each mass represents certain portions of the body 

(Huang, 2002). Each mass represents a degree of freedom (dof) in the system. In the crash 

mechanics section, the EOMs of the occupant were discussed. The restraint impact forces present 

in the system is translated from the occupant acceleration during the ridedown process.  

The chest acceleration can be described using a two (dof) dynamic model. The upper 

mass is the chest and lower mass is the hip and lower extremities while the head portion is 
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lumped into the chest mass and is absent for a simplification of the model. The upper and lower 

springs represent the stiffness of the shoulder and lap belts respectively. LaGrange’s Equation is 

used to solve for the following equation of motion for chest acceleration.   

 

 

Figure 2  Two degree of freedom dynamic model  

 

�̈� =
−𝐹1cos𝜃+𝐹2

𝑚1+𝑚2
𝑚2

 

𝐿(𝑚1+𝑚2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃)
       (8) 

 

Where F1 is the force caused by the impact between vehicle interior and occupant’s lower 

extremities and F2 is the force caused by the torso and the seat back which creates a moment 

about the pivot point in the hip. The hip can move horizontally depending on the magnitude of 

the forces. The magnitude of the forces is dependent on the seatbelt slack and stiffness. The 

lumped mass of the torso and head can be further separated into two masses, each presenting the 
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torso and head individually. This three dof dynamic system will have a new variable to represent 

the head’s rotational acceleration.  

 

Injury Criteria 

 

The injury criteria were developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) as a method to quantify injury in occupants in a vehicle crash. These 

performance criteria represents injury thresholds for certain parts of the body based on the 

mechanical responses in vehicle crash testing. They are based on the idea that the internal 

responses of a mechanical structure regardless of size are dependent on the structure’s geometry, 

material properties, and the forces applied to its surface (Eppinger et al., 1999). Human surrogate 

experiments were conducted to measure parameters and observe their related injury. Then, 

statistical approaches were taken to dervive the injury criteria and threshold values. The injury 

criteria were developed for the 50th percentile male with scaling factors to derive threshold 

values for the other percentile humans and genders. The injury criteria limits for females and 

children are lower than that of the 50th percentile male. Currently, aging is not factor in these 

injury criteria. If the aging factor is considered then the injury limit for older population would 

be lower. Therefore, they would be more susceotible to injury.  

 In the driving posture investigation, the Head Injury Criteria (HIC), Chest Acceleration, 

and Pelvis Acceleration were investigated. The pelvis is one of the most fragile areas for the 

aging human. Hip bones tend to become brittle in that area, and stress occurs during walking and 

standing. The injury criteria involve certain parameters such as acceleration, deflection, or force 

but for this sensitivty study, only the injury criteria involving only acceleration were 
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investigated. We often associate injury with impact that are externally visible but the truth is; 

injury can occur internally. For example, a human baby should never be shaken because the 

sudden changes in acceleration can cause internal damage to the head. Modern vehicles perform 

well in crashes where they can protect the occupants from blunt impact. The vehicle can crumble 

and absorb the kinetic energy and prevent intrusions from reaching the occupant compartment. 

However, just sudden stopping can indeed cause extensive damage that are often not externally 

visible.  

Head Injury Criteria is derived by taking the highest acceleration change under the period 

of 15 msec (Eppinger et al., 1999). The following equation is used to measure the criterion:   

 

𝐻𝐼𝐶 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 [
1

(𝑡2−𝑡1)
∫ 𝑎(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑡2

𝑡1
]

2.5
(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)    (9) 

 

where t1 and t2 are any points of arbitrary time that make up 15 msecs and should result in the 

highest change in acceleration. Accerleration and time are measured in gravity acceleration (g’s) 

and seconds respectively. Initially, NHTSA proposed a period of 36 msecs but based on human 

volunteer testing, the probability of injury during a longer duration was low. Finally, it was 

proposed that 15 msecs was the period of time that yields the maximum HIC value. The 

proposed threshold limit is 700 for both the 50th percentile male and 5th percentile female.  

 However, this limit is lower for children. It’s based on the assumption that children have 

different head geometries, material properties, and responses (McPherson, 1980). A scaling 

technique involving factors for different material properties was proposed. Also, finite element 

analysis were conducted to come up with lower HIC threshold values for children 3 years and 

younger. The adult male threshold limit of 700 (Eppinger et al., 1999) encompasses the entire 
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spectrum of age; there is a need for separate values for the aging population due to the decline of 

bone material properties that occurs at old age.  

The Chest Acceleration which is the first part of the Thoracic Injury Criteria (TIC), is 

represented by the Combined Injury Index (CTI) (Eppinger et al., 1999). Through human 

surrogate testing, it was determined that injury is caused by both chest acceleration and 

deflection. The index is determined as follows:          

                                                         

 𝐶𝑇𝐼 =
𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐷𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡
+ 

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐷𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡
     (10) 

 

It is computed by taking the sum of maximum acceleration over acceleration limit and maximum 

deflection over deflection limit. Focusing solely on the 50th percentile male, the index limit is 1 

(Eppinger et al., 1999). The index value is lower for 5th percentile female and children. The 

acceleration limit and deflection limit is set as 90 g’s and 103 mm respectively. These two values 

are only to be used in determining the CTI while individually, there are lower. The individual 

values for acceleration and deflection are 60 g’s and 63 mm respectively. For both frontal crash 

and side impact scenarios, the pelvic injury criteria is defined in terms of force rather than 

acceleration (Leport et al., 2007; Salzar et al., 2006). However, for the of side impact, pelvic 

acceleration is an additional injury criterion. Its threshold value is 130 g’s. In the case of frontal 

crash, there isn’t an acceleration associated injury criterion but for the focus of our study, the 

pelvis acceleration was considered.  

 When it comes to neck injury criteria, frontal and rear impact have different criteria to 

quantify injury. For the frontal impact, axial loading and bending moments are considered in 

determining the neck injury criterion (N). The following equation shows how the N is calculated:  
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𝑁 =
𝐹𝑧

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡
+

𝑀𝑦

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡
     (11) 

Fz is the axial force taken in the sagittal plane and Fint is the force. My is the flexion and extension 

bending moment at the occipital condyles (Eppinger et al., 1999). For rear impact, the neck 

injury criterion (NIC) is used to quantify injury. The type of neck injury in rear crashes is called 

“whiplash”. The following equation shows how the NIC is calculated (Bostrom et al., 1998):  

 

      𝑁𝐼𝐶 =
1

5
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑙  + 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙

2       (12) 

 

All acceleration and velocity is measured in the local x-coordinate. The relative acceleration 

“arel” is the difference in acceleration between the lower neck (T1) and center of gravity of the 

head. The relative velocity “vrel” is the time integral of arel. The limit at which injury occurs is 

when NIC exceeds 15 m2/s2. The maximum NIC usually occurs at 150 msec during the duration 

of the rear impact.  
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CHAPTER 4 

OBJECTIVE I: EFFECTS OF AGING DRIVING POSTURE ON INJURY 

CRITERIA 

 

Driving Posture of Older Drivers  

 

Before estaiblishing the driving postures of young and older drivers, the driving posture 

baseline needs to be determined. This driver posture is neither considered that of a younger 

driver nor older driver. It’s the posture used to place the Hybrid III dummy inside the vehicle. 

This was determined using information gathered from the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standards (FMVSS) no. 208 report. To start off dummy positioning, the “H-point” needs to be 

determined. The “H-point” is essentially the hip joint at which the torso rotates about. The 

dummy position measurements found in the FMVSS report was used to determined the H-point.  

The H-point of the dummy was deteremined to be X= -2280, Y= 400, Z= 853 with 

respect to the origin of the global coordinate system. The angles of the dummy’s arms and 

elbows were not stated in the FMVSS no. 208 report. Initially, it was assumed to 0 deg and 90 

degrees respectively. These angles were determined later after running multiple simulations to 

arrive at suitable angles that a typical driver would exhibit. Table 3 shows the angles used in the 

validation process (Baseline Angles). Figure 3 shows the location of the H-point along with the 

relevant posture angle landmarks. The neck and wrist angles were not included in this study.  
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Figure 3  Posture angles as defined in (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2009) 

 

Table 3 contains the maximum and minimum values of posture angles taken from 

literature (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2009). The upper limits are angles a younger driver would 

exhibit while the lower limits are angles an older driver would undertake. The idea of the 

experiment is to run multiple simulations where each simulation undergoes either an increase or 

decrease at a specific joint. This will determine the main effects of posture changes on the injury 

criteria. Instead of increasing the base angle to the maximum, which isn’t possible due to 

limitation of compartment space, a 10% difference was considered. The following equations 

illustrate how the angles were computed:  
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𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 −  
|(𝑀𝑖𝑛 −𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒)|

10
      (13) 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 
|(𝑀𝑎𝑥 −𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒)|

10
     (14) 

 

Table 3 Bodily joint angles used for simulations 

Body Joint  
Baseline 

Angle  

Min. 

Angle  

Max. 

Angle   

-10% 

(Contracted) 
+10% (Extended)  

Left 

Shoulder  
20 0 61 18.0 24.1 

Right 

Shoulder  
20 1 67 18.1 24.7 

Left Elbow  90 78 174 88.8 98.4 

Right 

Elbow  
90 83 169 89.3 97.9 

Torso  19 14 45 18.5 21.6 

Hip   86 81 137 85.0 91.1 

Right Knee  121 93 151 118.2 124 

Left Knee 121 94 145 118.3 123.4 

Right Ankle  90 70 122 88.0 93.2 

Left Ankle  90 84 131 89.4 94.1 

 

Hybrid III 

 

The Hybrid III dummy model is a finite element representation of the physical ATD. 

These ATDs are available in different sizes and genders based on the population percentile 

(Maurath and Guha, 2010). For crash testing, the male Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy is used 
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for its excellent biofidelity and result outputs. This particular model represents the largest group 

of drivers in terms of size and gender. Therefore, this particular dummy model was the focus of 

the driving posture research. The FE dummy counterpart was developed by Livermore Software 

Technology Corporation (LSTC) and the National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC).   

The element size were taken as 6mm to provide good interaction with seat constraints and 

vehicle. The FE model was developed in such a way that it mimizes difference between the FE 

model and actual physical dummy. The physical dummy flexible components were modeled as 

deformable components. The non-deformable steel components were modeled as elastic material 

type 1 in LS-DYNA. The dummy’s polyvinyl skin was modeled as visco-elastic material type 6. 

The foam and rubber components were modeled as Blatz-ko rubber type 7 and viscous foam type 

62 respectively. The dummy weighs 79kg and 5’-9” upright height which represents the average 

35 year old male (Mohan et al., 2010). The dummy model consists of 256 beams, 226,452 shells, 

225,638 solid elements.  

The dummy model was calibrated to fully imitate the physical crash test dummy through 

the Head Drop, Neck Extension, and Thorax impact certification tests under the Code of Federal 

Regulations Title 49, Part 572 subpart E. The head was dropped at a height of 376 mm where the 

forehead made contact with a rigid plate. The resulted peak acceleration was within the defined 

value based on the dummy size. The neck was developed to express human-like dynamic 

motions of flexion and extension response that would occur to a human driver in a crash.  The 

upper torso was developed with a special damping material that can undergo force-deflection 

characteristics. The dummy was seated on a flat surface with its upper and lower legs placed 

horizontally on the surface. Then, the thorax was subjeced to an impact of a swinging pendulum. 

The resulted peak force was within the defined value based on the dummy size.   
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With these features, this dummy model is excellent for driving posture changes. Its torso, 

hips, and limbs are rotable and articulated. It is not as detailed as the THUMS model which is 

used for in depth investigation of anatomical changes and human biomechanics but it provides 

the adequate functions and outputs.  

 

 

Figure 4  Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy model 

 

Ford Explorer 

 

Aside from dummy models, vehicle models share the same importance. One 

requiremenet in choosing the vehicle models is adequate space to accommodate the Hybrid III 

and its postures changes. The Hybrid III dummy model has to fit realistically inside the driver’s 
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compartment with adequate space to allow anlge changes. The second requirement was that it 

should not contain too many elements that would result in long computation run times. The 

vehicle elements shouldn’t be finer than the dummy model elements and should be fine enough 

to produce accurate results because the main focus is on the dummy and its outputs. The 

experiment could have been done in a crash sled setup but to better simulate a real crash, an 

actual vehicle model would be ideal. These models were modeled to virtually represent the 

actual vehicles and validated according to their response in a crash. The selection of the 2002 

Ford Explorer model were based on those aforementioned requirements and for its robustness.  

The physcial vehicle was diassembled into different parts classiffied by material type. 

The parts were scanned for their geometry and thickness. Unknown parts were given standard 

material types such as steel with standard values of strength and modulus. All vehicle parts were 

included with the exception of steering wheel and column, door trim, and rear seat cushions. 

Accelerometers were included in the model to measure accelerations in the vehicle. The resulted 

vehicle model consists of 714,205 elements which comprise of shell, beam, and solid elements 

(Marzougui et al., 2012). The vehicle model was validated by comparing crash test results from 

an actual Ford explorer with two Hybrid III dummies in the driver and passenger compartment. 

The results from the FE simulation were fitted with the results from the physical crash test. 

Accelerations from the left and right rear seat crossmembers and engine top and bottom were 

compared. The values matched closely. Besides comparing data results, the vehicle model were 

also checked for intrusion damage. The FE model was further validated by Canadian rigid wall 

impact, side impact, and offset deformable barrior tests. The model was checked for robustness 

by having the vehicle impact into a pole to induce large deformations.  
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Simulation Setup  

 

The preprocessor LS-PrePost was used for the entire investigation. The basis for the 

simulation keyword was the Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy keyword downloaded from LSTC 

database. The vehicle model was then imported with part numbering offset into the keyword 

deck. Consistent units of kg, mm, and secs were used. The combined keyword file was renamed 

“simulation” for convenience. The simulation as shown in figure 5 was setup according to the 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and Regulations (FMVSS) no. 208 for 2002 Ford 

Explorer. It contains detailed information and results on the physical frontal crash testing of said 

vehicle (Ivory and Richardson, 2001). The reason for following the report closely was to arrive 

at a validated simulation that would be used in following simulations. The FMVSS no. 208 

report consists of standards used to assess new vehicles in frontal crashes by the NCAC.  

 

 

Figure 5 Crash test simulation setup 

 

This simulation did not contain an airbag. The reason was that this portion of the research 

dealt with the investigation of effects of driving posture on the injury criteria. If an airbag exists, 
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the head acceleration will likely remain the same regardless of driving posture because the head 

is stopped at a certain point by the airbag. The absence of an airbag allowed the head to move 

freely and show the full effects of posture on the head acceleration.  

The FMVSS No. 208 regulation requires the vehicle velocity to be 30 mph at the time of 

impact for a frontal barrier impact test. However, in this particular FMVSS No. 208 report, the 

impact velocity was 35 mph. Therefore, in favor of controlled comparisons, the impact velocity 

for the baseline and subsequent simulations was set to be 35 mph.  

 

Seatbelt Fitting  

 

The Hybrid III and were placed onto to the seat cushion using the seat deformer in LS-

PrePost. First, place the dummy with the right amount of initial penetration into the seat cushion. 

This is done so the dummy isn’t hovering over the seat. Next, the dummy part (thorax, hips, 

thighs) are pushed onto the seat cushions. This is immediately conducted in the pre-pocessor. It 

yields only displacement by obtaining just the geometry of the deformed seat cushions. This 

eliminates any initial penetrations into the dummy model. The initial stress in the seat cushion 

when the dummy is seated is neglible and ignored. Another method of placing the dummy is 

preloading. First step is applying the preload which in this case is the gravity load. At the time 

the preload reaches the desired load, the mass damping starts and reaches the desired damping 

almost immediately. It remains constants for a while then almost immediately decreases to zero. 

Finally, the point at which it reaches zero, the transcient load immediately starts. The transcient 

load in this case is the initial velocity boundary condition of the vehicle. This method takes into 

account the seat cushion stress.   
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Figure 6 Deformed seat 

 

A three-point seatbelt was created and fitted onto the dummy. The seatbelt fitting was 

done through “Beltfit” keyword function in LS-PrePost. The seatbelt used was a mixed seathbelt 

that consisted of shell elements connected with Contrained Nodal Rigid Body (CNRB) to beam 

elements. The beam elements were anchored to the vehicle. A seatbelt can only provide in-plane 

resistance so the shell element formulation was set as Belytschko-Tsay membrane element. This 

formulation allows only in-plane stiffness whereas traditional shell elements provide both in-

plane and out-of-plane stiffness. The seatbelt fabric is modeled as triangular shell elements. The 

fabric material is modeled as an isotropic material.  

The fitting took numerous attempts to implement due to the limited information given in 

the FMVSS no. 208  report. The beltfit function requires a minimum of two points to form a belt, 

from the information given in the report, it was possible to come up with three points to fit the 

shoulder belt portion. The midpoint of the belt was determined to be 307.5 mm above of the top 
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of the leg. The midpoint for the lap belt was determined as follows: the Z coordinate was the 

middle point between the top of the hip block and top of the leg and the X coordinate is the 

middle point between the legs. Figure 7 illustrates the lap belt fitting.  

 

 

Figure 7 Seatbelt fitting  

 

The shoulder belt portion was looped through a slipring to form the lap belt portion. This 

was accomplished by first creating the shoulder belt and lap belt portions using the last node of 

the shoulder belt as the first node of the lap belt. That node was duplicated and formed as the 

slipring node. This allows the seatbelt beam elements to slip through the node to prevent 

excessive deflection in the torso and hip. The offset used in the belt fitting was 1 mm from the 

surface of the dummy.  

The belt’s loading and unloading curves were created as a near linear curve reaching a 

value of 10 newton at 6% percent strain. The location of the belt was adjusted several times until 

the belt retrain the dummy that yielded matching results. This belt setup was kept the same for 

the simulations that were to follow. For certain posture changes, the belt conformed to the shape 
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of the dummy though the beltfitting tool. The anchor points were kept the same at the same 

locations.  

 

Contact  

 

Initially, the Automatic_Surface_To_Surface contact card was used. The “automatic” 

always considers thickness offsets and has no segment orientation which allows it to consider 

both directions. The Automatic_Single_Surface was preferred because the user does not need to 

differentiate between “slave” or “master” part. This card considers contact between all parts 

defined in the set as well as contact within themselves. The “SOFT” parameter was set to 1 for 

contact between soft materials (e.g. dummy) which prevents negative volume errors. Negative 

volume was the biggest issue with early error termination of the simulation. This issue occurs 

when two material with different magnitudes of stiffness contact. It usually occurs with foam 

materials and other soft materials. The large difference in stiffness causes large deformations to 

occur in which the top boundary exceeds the bottom boundary of the element or vice versa. One 

simple fix is setting “Erode” in Control_Timestep card is set to “1” where the negative volume 

element is detected and deleted. This does not work all the time but it offers a simple fix. The 

most effective approach to solve this issue is by increasing the tail region (starting at 80% of 

strain) of the stress-strain curve (LSTC, 2017). This will cause the element to become infinitely 

stiffness when it’s close to its failure state. Another method is to use fully integrated element 

formulations. This will increase computation time but it can avoid negative volume errors.  
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Simulation Validation 

 

The results were compared with that of the FMVSS 208 report in terms of head, chest, 

and pelvis accelerations. There was a large difference in the peak head accelerations between the 

FE simulation and the FMVSS no. 208 results. The head acceleration from the FE simulation in 

figure 8 shows a higher peak due to the absence of an airbag. The purpose of an airbag is to 

restrain the head from continuing moving forward.  

 

 

Figure 8 Head acceleration comparison with FMVSS no. 208 

 

In this case, the head continued to accelerate forward to higher peak. It was retrained by 

the fully extended neck at 80 msec and began to decelerate and curl. Aside from the difference in 

head acceleration results, the chest (figure 9) and pelvis (figure 10) accelerations were like that 
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of the FMVSS no. 208 results. The slight difference in the torso acceleration may be a result of 

the absence of an airbag. The pelvis acceleration on the other hand fits more closely. This may 

be due to the limited influence of an airbag has on the pelvis. From these comparisons, the 

simulation was considered validated and used for changing driving posture.    

 

 

Figure 9 Head mechanics during crash simulation 

 

Aside from the difference in head acceleration results, the chest and pelvis accelerations 

were like that of the FMVSS no. 208 results. The slight difference in the torso acceleration may 

be a result of the absence of an airbag. The pelvis acceleration on the other hand fits more 

closely. This may be due to the limited influence of an airbag has on the pelvis.  
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Figure 10 Chest acceleration comparison with FMVSS no. 208 

 

 

Figure 11 Pelvis acceleration comparison with FMVSS no. 208 
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From these comparisons, the simulation was considered validated. Subsequently, this 

validated simulation was used as the baseline. The initial boundary conditions were the same. 

Seatbelt adjustment was needed for posture changes involving the hips and torso. The belt fitting 

tool in LS-PrePost has the function to remove any slack from the belt. This allowed the 

simulations to be consistent.  

 

Results 

 

The results are presented in the form of percent differences from the baseline simulation 

to show the effect of posture change on the outcome. As previously stated, older drivers tend to 

sit closer to the dash which express contracted joint angles than younger drivers.  

 

 

Figure 12 HIC15 differences   
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The left and right elbow joints have minimal influence on the HIC outcome. Whereas, the 

shoulders do affect the HIC. The extended left and right shoulders yielded 16% and 10% 

increase respectively. The results are not symmetric because the joint angles are asymmetric as 

evident in the data taken from literature. But, the baseline angles are symmetric because they 

were derived from the FMVSS 208 Ford Explorer physical crash report. During the crash, the 

shoulders move forward and the arms act as a brace for the torso as contact is made with the 

vehicle interior as shown in figure 13. The head continues to travel forward even after the torso 

is retrained by the seatbelt. As the body undergoes deformation by the seatbelt and braced arms, 

the head continues to move forward. The left shoulder yielded a higher value due to the 

orientation of the shoulder belt.  

Focusing on the knees, the lower extremities affect the HIC. The driver inside the 

compartment during a crash can be modeled as a parallel system of masses and springs. The 

head, torso, and lower extremities are masses that are retrained, or going to be retrained by 

springs. The airbag, seatbelt, and vehicle interior work as springs. In the absence of airbag, while 

the torso and extended legs are retrained, the head continues forward. The right ankle affects the 

HIC as much as the legs whereas the left ankle does not. In table 1, the low and high ranges for 

the right ankle are lower than that of the left ankle. This difference shows that the right foot is 

used for the accelerator. The heel of the right foot is in contact with the floorboard at an angle, 

and it acts like a roller support with friction as a resistant force. The incoming force of moving 

leg, parallel with the leg, is resisted by the friction until it stops completely when contact with 

the vehicle is made as shown in figure 14.  
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Figure 13 Left arm acting as a brace (extended left shoulder simulation) 

 

 

Figure 14 Right foot impacting vehicle interior  

 

As for chest acceleration, the sitting closer to the dash do have implications of higher 

chest acceleration as shown in figure 15. When the driver sits closer to the dash, empty space can 

exist between the driver’s upper back and the seat back as evident in figure 16. When the driver 

is more laid back into the seat, the lower back is firmly supported by the seatback.  
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Figure 15 Chest acceleration differences   

 

 

Figure 16 Spacing between driver’s back 
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The contracted torso causes a 7% increase in peak chest acceleration. As for the other 

posture changes such as leg and arm joints which are not in direct relation to the seatbelt, 6% or 

less increase was measured.  The chest acceleration is dependent on the seatbelt stiffness and 

slack (Huang, 2002). The seatbelt’s properties remained the same and the slack was kept to a 

minimum throughout all the simulations. The chest accelerometer location changes when the 

torso and hip joints change.  

 

 

Figure 17 Pelvis acceleration differences    

 

For the pelvis acceleration, there is disparity among the results as shown in figure 17 but 

overall, all the percent differences are 6% or less which. For the most part, the contracted angles 

do show slightly decreased values. Pelvic injury is a likely outcome in side impacts (Melvin et 

al., 1976). The major causes for injury in the pelvic area is due to the limited crush distance (the 

door panel), the impacting vehicle penetrating the driver compartment, the likeliness of the 
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driver ejecting from the driver’s window to interact with external objects, and the inadequacy of 

the seatbelt’s ability to retrain the driver lateral. As with frontal impact, the hip is least affected 

by varying posture.  

To better understand the effect of posture changes, only the relevant postures were 

collectively investigated. These postures were selected using a cutoff point of 10% difference. 

The postures selected are extended left shoulder, extended right shoulder, contracted torso, 

extended left knee, extended right knee, and extended right ankle. The contracted torso is 

included because it yielded the higher chest acceleration. A triangle radar plot was plotted for 

each joint where each axis represents an injury criterion as shown in figure 18. By extending the 

left shoulder, the HIC15 increases 16% while the pelvis and chest acceleration remains mostly 

unchanged. As for extending the right shoulder, the HIC15 and chest acceleration increases 

approximately 10% and 4% respectively while the pelvis acceleration decreases by 2%. When 

the driver sits closer to the steering wheel, the HIC15, chest acceleration, and pelvis acceleration 

increase approximately 7%. By extending both the left and right knees, the HIC15 increases 

approximately 14% and 16% respectively while the chest acceleration increases slightly and 

pelvis acceleration remains the same. Finally, the extended right ankle which operates the 

accelerator and brake pedal, increases the HIC15 approximately 16% while the chest and pelvis 

acceleration remain largely unchanged.  

For the aging aspect of the investigation, the old postures are compared with their young 

counterparts, thus comparing young and old postures based on the literature review where older 

drivers tend to sit closer to the wheel (contracted angles) while younger drivers sit further from 

the wheel (extended angles). Figure 19 shows the comparison between the two but it is important 

to note that these values are normalized by dividing by the baseline values. Therefore, the values 
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that are to be stated in the following are not accurately visualized in the figure. Additional 

calculations were conducted to come up with the values.  

 

 

Figure 18 Triangular plots showing relevant body joints    

 

Overall, there are noticeable differences between young and old postures. The young 

postures generally exhibit higher values for the injury criteria except for the torso. The old torso 

posture yields approximately 5%, 3%, and 4% higher values than the young torso posture for the 

HIC15, chest acceleration, and pelvis acceleration respectively. Focusing on the chest 

acceleration, the old left knee and old torso postures are approximately 3% higher. For all others, 

the values are the same.  

As for the pelvis acceleration, the old postures generally show higher values than that of 

the young postures except for the left shoulder and right ankle. They are higher by 8% and 5% 

respectively. For the right shoulder, and both left and right knees, the young postures show 

approximately 6%, 6%, and 3% higher values respectively. The highest differences occur in the 
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HIC15. In general, the young postures except the torso yield higher values. The young left and 

right shoulders are 6% and 13% higher respectively. The young left and right knees are 11% and 

19% higher respectively. For the young right ankle posture, HIC15 is 7% higher.  

  

 

Figure 19 Triangular plots comparing young and old postures  

 

 As stated previously, the injury criteria have lower threshold limits for females and 

children, but none for the older population (Eppinger et al., 1999). Even if both the younger 

driver and older driver experience the same acceleration response of the crash due to the driving 

posture, the older driver would be more susceptible to injury due to the lower injury tolerance.  
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CHAPTER 5 

OBJECTIVE II&III: EFFECTS OF AGING FACTORS ON INJURY 

 

Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) 

 

The Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) is a human finite element representation 

developed by Toyota Motor Corporation (Toyota, 2011). It comes in two postures; sitting 

position which represents a vehicle occupant and a standing position which represents a 

pedestrian. It comes in three different statures; 50th percentile male, 95th percentile male, and 5th 

percentile female. The model was created from scanned geometric data of a 39-year-old male 

with a height of 173 cm and a weight of 77.3 kg with a BMI of 25.8. Figure 20 shows the 

THUMS with and without flesh.  

 

 

Figure 20 THUMS with flesh (l) and without flesh (r)  
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The model consists of 204 beams, 395,000 shells, and 1,325,820 solid elements. The 

major bones, thick ligaments, flesh, muscles, and internal organs were modeled using solid 

elements. Thin tissues such as cortical bones (thickness <1mm), thin ligaments, membrane 

tissues were modeled with shell elements. Each element length is approximately 3 to 5 mm. The 

bones are modeled to have elastic-plastic properties while the soft tissues are modeled to have 

hyperelastic properties where the stress-strain curve is highly non-linear. In the head portion, the 

skull and bony parts are modeled using solid elements. The brain consists of white and gray 

matter.  

The cortical bones with thickness less than 1 mm in the torso are modeled with shell 

elements. The trabecular bones are modeled with solid elements. The skeletal parts of the torso 

are clavicle, scapula, ribs, pelvis, and spine. The spine consists of many intervertebral discs and a 

sacrum at the end of the spine. All parts are modeled as deformable. Thick muscles are modeled 

with solid elements while thin muscles are modeled using spring elements. The soft tissues in the 

torso are muscles covering the torso. The solid soft tissues such as muscles are model as 

hyperelastic while the hollow organs are modeled as foam. For the limbs, the cortical and 

trabecular bones are all modeled using solid elements. The flesh is like those in the torso, the 

muscles are modeled with solid elements. All joints are modeled as bone to bone connections 

with ligaments. The knee joints are covered by membrane elements representing the capsule. The 

ankle joint along with other joint types are encased in membrane elements (Toyota, 2011).  
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Aged Human Model 

 

The THUMS is suitable for the development of an aged human model through the 

modification of material properties, bone thickness, and thoracic rotation. The effects of aging 

are simple. The human body deteriorates as we age. As previously stated in the literature review, 

the bones continue to strengthen since birth and plateau at the age of 35, and begin to decrease 

from that point onwards (Frost, 1997). To achieve an age of 65, the material properties, Modulus 

of Elasticity (E) and yield stress were decreased by 30%. Based on the literature review, 30% is 

the average of the data obtained. The material properties changes are completed through the 

material cards in the LS-PrePost. This is done for the cortical and trabecular bones of the entire 

model. The cortical bones are the dense outer layer of bones that protect the trabecular bones. 

Trabecular bones are the spongy layer inside of the bone. Osteoporosis is the decrease in strength 

of the bones as humans age (Duque and Troen, 2008; Pietschmann et al., 2009). In addition to 

the material property decrease, bone thickness changes occur during aging. The cross-sectional 

area of the ribs decreases according to literature. The bone thickness decrease is completed 

through manually changing the thicknesses of the cortical bones. To achieve the age of 65, the 

cortical bones’ thicknesses were decreased by 30%.  

According to literature, the morphological change is done to the thorax by placing a force 

on the bottom of the sternum of the H-Thorax with the spine fixed in place while rotating the rib 

cage until the 9th has been rotated approximately 7o degrees to achieve the “Rotated Up” effect 

(Kent et al., 2005).  The process of calcification affects the thorax (Vaziri et al., 2009). This was 

achieved through manually changing the geometry of the thoracic cage. The spine was fixed in 

place while the ribcage was rotated manually. No force was used in this process, it was purely 
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geometric changes. The organs were left as is. The elements that were distorted after the rotation 

of the ribs but they were remodeled to the same integrity as before. Figure 21 shows the 

unmodified thorax and thorax rotation factor.  

The THUMS does not come equip with the appropriate accelerometers or deflection 

gages like the Hybrid III dummy. For the head acceleration measurement, an accelerometer node 

was created and placed in the center of gravity of the head. As for the measurements in the chest, 

the chest acceleration was measured on the spine (Nahum and Schneider, 1975; Neathery et al., 

1975) and chest deflection is measured as the difference in displacement between the front and 

back of the thoracic cage. 

 

 

Figure 21 Unmodified thorax (r) and rotate up effect (l)   

 

An accelerometer node was created and placed at the centroid of the 6th thoracic vertebra 

(T6). The acceleration measure is limited to 60 g’s based on the 85% probability of Abbreviated 
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Injury Scale (AIS) of 3 will occur if acceleration is exceeded (Eppinger et al., 1999). As for chest 

acceleration, it measures the difference in displacement between the sternum and spine. This 

occurs due to the compressive force on the thoracic cage caused by the seatbelt. Chest deflection 

differs from acceleration in that the same deflection results in different injury severity between 

drivers with different chest depths. A driver with a shallower chest depth experiencing the same 

deflection as a driver with a deeper chest will experience a higher injury severity. In this study, 

the 50th percentile male was the focus and the corresponding deflection limit is 63 mm. The chest 

depth of the THUMS model is 232 mm. The deflection was measured from the front of the 

sternum horizontally to the back of the spine.  

 

Simulation Setup  

 

The simulations for the THUMS model followed the same procedure as the Hybrid III 

dummy model. The same vehicle, 2002 Ford Explorer was used. A steering wheel and airbag are 

added as shown in figure 22. The airbag was made following the tutorial on the LS-PrePost 

database. Connecting the steering wheel with airbag to the vehicle was a challenge. The solution 

was using the Boundary_Prescribed_Motion_Rigid card. This card makes an object rigid to only 

move in a predetermined motion. The x-axis velocity of an accelerometer placed on top of the 

dashboard was obtained. This velocity curve was used to prescribed the motion for the steering 

wheel which allows it to move with the vehicle maintaining the same distance throughout the 

simulation. The airbag would be deployed as it would normally inside a real vehicle. The 

THUMS was placed using the seat deformer. Automatic_Single_Surface contact card was used. 

To minimize computation time, contact is established between the THUMS, seatbelt, seatback 
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and seat cushion, and surrounding components. This kept the redundant contact of the vehicle to 

a minimum.   

The same seatbelt properties were used along with the same impact velocity. The baseline 

simulation will be compared to the FMVS208 Report. Subsequently, varies simulation of aging 

factors and their combinations were made to see the effects of an aging driver. The THUMS 

model with decreased material properties will be known as “MAT”. The model with decreased 

bone thickness will be known as “THI”. The model with the thorax rotation will be known as 

“ROT”. The following combinations: “MAT and THI”, “MAT and ROT”, and “MAT, THI, and 

ROT” will be assessed.  

 

 

Figure 22 THUMS simulation setup with steering wheel and airbag   
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Simulation Validation 

 

The validation process followed the same idea as the previous section. Live human crash 

test of this magnitude isn’t available. The peak head acceleration of the THUMS was lower than 

that of the Hybrid III. The material and stiffness of the neck affect the acceleration of the head. 

The spring like neck of the Hybrid III yielded higher values whereas the THUMS neck was 

modeled more appropriately like a real human neck. The human neck acted like a spring but had 

a lower stiffness. The magnitude of incline slope of the two results were similar whereas the 

location of incline started to differ. This was due to the timing of the data collection. The time at 

which the vehicle impacts the rigid wall differed slightly between the simulation and physical 

experiment. Therefore, the locations of the peak values on the curve were irrelevant.  

 

 

Figure 23 Comparison of head accelerations 
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Figure 24 Comparison of chest accelerations 

 

The hybrid III had a peak of 63 g’s at the 70 msec mark while the THUMS baseline had a 

peak of 57.4 g’s at the 74 msec mark. The THUMS baseline did not have a second peak. The 

THUMS baseline was approximately 8.9% lower than that of the Hybrid III. As for the chest 

acceleration, The THUMS result differed substantially from the FMVSS 208 report. The 

THUMS yielded lower accelerations across the time duration of the crash. The Hybrid III had a 

chest acceleration peak of 49.0 g’s at the 70 msec mark and second peak at 34.0 g’s at the 97 

msec mark while the THUMS baseline had a peak of 36.7 g’s at the 70 msec mark but does not 

have a second peak like the THUMS baseline head acceleration. The THUMS baseline was 

approximately 25.1% lower than that of the Hybrid III. The injury criteria investigated with the 

THUMS in this study were the head acceleration, chest acceleration, and chest deflection. The 

knees of the THUMS did not impact the knee bolster as shown in the crash before the head 
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impacts the airbag, therefore the femur forces were not investigated. Based on the results, it can 

be concluded that the simulation setup is validated and can be used for the subsequent frontal 

crash simulations.  

 

Results 

 

 The head acceleration, chest acceleration, and chest deflection were first compared 

between the baseline and models with aging factors. Then the most severe case was selected and 

their stress contours were investigated.  

 

Figure 25 Head resultant accelerations  
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The effects of the aging factors on the head acceleration were investigated first. The 

baseline peak value was 57.4 g’s. The decreased material property (MAT) of the cortical bones 

caused a slight increase in head acceleration. The peak was 58.6 g’s which is only 2% increase. 

The decreased cortical and trabecular bone thicknesses (THI) caused an increase of 7% which 

yields a peak value of 61.4 g’s. The rotation of the thoracic cage (ROT) had the highest increase. 

The thoracic rotation factor increased the head acceleration peak by 15.7% to 66.5 g’s. Overall, 

each aging factor increased head accelerations.  

 

 

Figure 26 Chest resultant accelerations  

 

The acceleration increase caused by the bone material and thickness decrease can be 

explained by considering the head as a mass supported by a rod (neck). The neck bones became 

weaker and acted like a whip where it propelled the head forward with increased acceleration. As 
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for the acceleration increase caused by the thoracic rotation, it minimized the angle between the 

center of gravity between the neck and the thorax. It changed the location of the center of 

gravity, which in turn affected the acceleration they can experience.  

Combinations of the aging factors had greater effects on the head acceleration. The 

results are shown in figure 25. The combination of MAT and ROT yielded the highest peak 

value of 67.5 g’s, which is a 17.6% increase from the baseline value. The combination of all 

three aging factors increased the peak value by 12.2% to a value of 64.4 g’s. The combination of 

MAT and THI increased the peak value by 6.8% to a peak value of 61.3 g’s. In comparison, the 

MAT and ROT combination percent increase was only slight higher than that of the thoracic 

rotation factor alone. The effect of the MAT and ROT aging factors was approximately 

cumulative of the separate aging factors of MAT and ROT.  

Next, we look at the effect of the aging factors on the chest acceleration. The baseline 

peak value was 36.7 g’s. The effect of individual factor was first examined. The MAT, THI, and 

ROT factors changed the peak value to 40.0g (+9.0%), 41.3g (+12.5%), and 35.4g(–3.5%), 

respectively. Similar to the head acceleration, the decreased material properties and bone 

thickness allowed the thorax to move freely thus increasing the acceleration. However, the 

rotation of the thorax changed the center of gravity such that the thorax’s acceleration decreased. 

The aging factor combinations increased the peak value as shown in figure 26. The 

combination of MAT and THI showed the highest increase, to a peak value of 42.6 g’s (+16.1%). 

The combination of all three factors increased the peak to 39.3 g’s (+7.1%). The MAT and ROT 

combination showed an increase similar to the MAT, THI, and ROT. The peak value was 38.6 

g’s ( +5.2%). The difference between these two combinations was that the peaks occured at 

different times. The MAT, THI, and ROT combination caused the first peak to be higher than the 
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second peak whereas the opposite occurred for the MAT and ROT combination. The second 

peak was clearly higher than the first peak. Overall, the thoracic ROT factor had a negative effect 

on the chest acceleration. The MAT and THI combination had the highest increase of 16.1% 

which is higher than the MAT and THI factors individually but the combination of MAT and 

ROT yielded a lower increase (5.2%) than the MAT factor alone (9.0%). The same goes for the 

MAT, THI, and ROT combination; it had a lower increase than the MAT and THI factors 

individually.  

 

 

Figure 27 Chest deflections  

 

The baseline peak deflection value was 40.7 mm. The MAT factor increased the peak 

value to 46.1 mm (+13.3%). The THI factor increased the peak value to 43.7 mm (+7.4%). The 
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ROT factor had a negative effect also, by decreasing the peak value to 36.8 mm (–9.6%). Chest 

deflections for combinations of aging factors are shown in figure 27. The combination of MAT 

and THI had the highest increase from the baseline. Its peak value was 47.7 mm (+17.2%). 

However, the other two combinations exhibited lower values. The MAT and ROT combination 

showed a peak value of 38.1 mm (–6.4%). The MAT, THI, and ROT combination showed a 

similar peak value of 38.6 mm (–5.2%). It is evident that the thoracic rotation factor had a 

significant negative effect on the chest deflections. The rotation of thoracic cage caused the 

orientation of the ribs to become more parallel to the force of the seatbelt. The loading becamre 

more of an axial loading rather than bending, and decreased the chest deflection.  

 

Table 4 Summary of percent differences from baseline peak value  

 Head Acceleration Chest Acceleration Chest Deflection 

MAT 2% 9% 13.3% 

THI 7% 12.5% 7.4% 

ROT 15.7% –3.5% –9.6% 

MAT & THI 6.8% 16.1% 17.2% 

MAT & ROT 17.6% 5.2% –6.4% 

MAT, THI, & ROT 12.2% 7.1% –5.2% 

 

Among the aging factors and combinations, the MAT and THI had the highest effect. 

Thus, we investigated closely between the baseline and this aging combination. The rib 

trabecular bone yield stresses of the young and old drivers are 1.8 MPa and 1.26 MPa 

respectively (Boskey & Coleman 2010). Figure 28 shows the comparision of the thoraxes 

between the young and older drivers with their respectively stress limits. This stress contour is 

taking at the peak of the chest acceleration which occurs approximately 70 msec of the crash. 
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The areas with high stresses were the left clavicle bone, ribs, left shoulder blades, both shoulder 

joints, sternum, and vertebrae. The red indicates stresses that have reached and exceeded the 

stress limit thus injury occurs. 

Overall, the older driver was likely to experience more injury than the younger driver. 

The younger driver’s sternum showed average stresses that exceed the stress/stress_limit ratio of 

1.0 over approximately 50% of the sternum area. The older driver’s sternum had a slightly larger 

area compared to the younger driver’s. The average stress/stress_limit ratios in the red portion of 

the sternum between the younger driver and older driver were the same at 1.83. 

 

 

Figure 28 Stress contours of the thorax: baseline (left) and MAT and THI (right)  

 

The only differnce was the the size of stressed area. The older driver’s left scapula had a 

larger area of critical stress compared to that of the younger driver. The average 

stress/stress_limit ratios for the red critical area of the left scapula were 1.16 and 1.83 for the 

younger driver and older driver respectively. Although the right shoulders were not in contact 
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with the shoulder belt, the jerk motion of the right arms caused high stress levels in the right 

shoulder joints of both young and older drivers. Also in terms of injury (red), the older driver’s 

clavicle experienced a large injury area. The younger driver’s clavicle remained under the stress 

limit whereas the older driver experience an average stress/stress_limit ratio of 1.80. Similar to 

the clavicle, the older driver’s first rib showed a large injury area whereas the younger driver’s 

rib did not. The average stress/stress limit ratios were 0.74 and 1.25 for the younger driver and 

older driver respectively. The vertebrae of the young model did not show any signs of stress 

while the aged model showed consistent low stress levels through the vertebrae with the 

exception of the 11th vertebra.  

 

 

Figure 29 Stress contours of the heart: baseline (left) and MAT and THI (right)  

 

As for the vital organs within the thorax, a process similar to ridedown occurred inside. 

As the thorax was restrained, the organs continue to move forward until it comes into contact 

with interior of the thorax. Assuming at the organs’ stress limits decrease 30%  with age similar 

to that of bones, the older driver’s organs are more susceptible to injury. Looking at the stress 
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contour of the heart, the notch at the top of the heart experiences higher stress, thus the aging 

heart experiences injury whereas the younger heart remains below the injury limit.  
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CHAPTER 6 

OBJECTIVE IV: AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND REAR IMPACT  

 

Simulation Setup  

 

 The THUMS model, both unmodified and “aged” THUMS are used for the rear impact. 

Instead of the 2002 Ford Explorer, which is a Sports Utility Vehicle, a sedan will be used. The 

2001 Ford Taurus, both the detailed and rough models, are used. FMVSS no. 208 data was not 

found about the vehicle. Rear impact crash tests data from literature was used to validate the 

simulation. Both the detailed and crude versions of the 2001 Ford Taurus were used. The 

detailed model housed the THUMS while the crude model was the impacting vehicle. The 

detailed Taurus model consists of 805,505 shell, 4 beam, and 99,486 solid elements. The crude 

Taurus model has 104 shell, 18 beam, and 9 solid elements. Both vehicle models contain a 

steering wheel and airbag that came with the keyword files but the airbag does not deployed in 

the simulation. In rear end collisions, the airbag does not deploy to minimize additional injury.  

 

 

Figure 30 Rear impact simulation setup; detailed (l) Taurus and crude (r) Taurus 

 

 The same seatbelt properties were used like those in the previous sections. The 

seat deformer application was used to place the THUMS into the seat cushion. The contact was 
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setup differently for the rear impact. To minimize computation time, only relevant parts that 

comes into contact are considered. Automatic_Single_Surface contact was used between 

THUMS, seatbelt, seatback and seat cushion, and surrounding vehicle components. Contact 

between the rear half of the detailed Taurus and front half of the crude Taurus was established. 

This kept the redundant contact of the vehicles to a minimum. Initial velocity was only 

established for the crude Taurus. The detailed Taurus housing the THUMS model remains 

stationary. The simulation setup is shown in figure 30.  

 

 

Figure 31 Finer elements to match element size of the rear bumper of detailed Taurus  

 

 Initially, the negative volume occurred in the bumper of the impacted vehicle 

because the impacting bumper had larger elements. This dissimilar element mesh sizes caused 

the negative volume issue. This was solved by making the elements finer to match that of the 

detailed Taurus. Another issue that needed addresses was the velocity of the impacting vehicle. 

The impacted vehicle remains stationary. This mimics the situations where a vehicle with an 

older driver is waiting for the traffic signal and an autonomous vehicle or any vehicle impacts the 

stationary vehicle. The impacting velocity is not a set standard like the frontal crash test. 

According to the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety, a sled test is used to mimic a vehicle of 

the same weight as the stationary vehicle going at 20 mph (IIHS, 2007). In the simulation, both 

the impacted and impacting vehicle are of the same weight. According to NHTSA, the FMVSS 
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no. 301 Fuel Test is like a rear impact test. It tests the integrity of the fuel tank in a vehicle rear 

impacted by another vehicle. The main difference in this FMVSS is the 70% vehicle overlap at 

an impact speed of 50 mph. In one study, multiple velocities were used. Multiple vehicle bucks 

were used including the 1997 Ford Taurus (Viano et al., 2013).  An impact velocity of 20 mph 

was chosen for the simulation.  

 

Simulation Validation  

 

The validation stage involved comparing with data obtained by (Viano et al., 2013). The 

physical crash test bucket data shows a peak velocity of 12 m/s as shown in figure 32. The 

velocity plateaus at 12 m/s.  The unmodified THUMS shows a peak velocity of 10 m/s and 

remains at that velocity throughout. The slopes of the two curves differ slightly. The Unmodified 

THUMS has a slightly steeper slope than the physical buck test. Figure 35 shows the THUMS in 

the deformed seatback at 150 msec. Studies have shown that plastic deformation of seatbacks 

help lessen injury (Prasad et al., 1997; Severy et al., 1969).  

One thing that is different is the absence of a seatbelt. This was done intentional. 

Research has shown that the seatbelts help lessen injury in rear impacts to occupants during the 

rebound stage (Partyka, 1990). One study in particular shows that there isn’t any difference in 

belted and unbelted when it comes to rear-end collisions (Strother and James, 1987). Our 

research investigates the whiplash (NIC) stage of the rear impact crash. Hence, the simulation 

terminates at 300 msec and the absence of a seatbelt. It can be concluded that the THUMS 

yielded similar results to that of the Hybrid III Taurus buck test. It can be concluded that the rear 

impact simulation is validated. 
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Figure 32 Comparison of head velocity between unmodified THUMS and (Viano et al., 2013)  

 

Results 

 

 After running the simulations, data were processed using the plotting tool within LS-

PrePost. As stated previously, the NIC involves two parts; the difference in relative acceleration 

of the lower neck (T1) and the center of gravity of the head and the relative velocity squared. 

The relative velocity is essentially the integral of the relative acceleration. First, the accelerations 

from the head and T1 are extracted, their difference is obtained using the “subtract_curves” 

function in the plotting tool as shown in figure 33. Next, the results are saved into a list file to be 

edited by Excel. It is then multiplied by a factor of 0.2. Onto to the second part of the NIC, the 

relative acceleration curve is then loaded on the plotting tool and the “integrate” function is used 
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to obtain the second part. Finally, the two curves are loaded back into the plotting tool and are 

added to obtained the NIC curve.  

 

 

Figure 33 LS-PrePost plotting tool  

 

The NIC curves are plotted in figure 34. The differences between the aging factors and baseline 

curves are low. Up until the 100 msec mark, the curves remain the same. The slopes between the 

curves remain the same but the timings are slightly off. The peaks occur approximately around 

120 msec. The baseline and rotate up effect THUMS both show similar curves with 

approximately same peaks. The baseline has a peak of -12.70 m2/s2 at 129.95 msec while the 

rotate up effect has a lower peak of -12.10 m2/s2 at 119.75 msec. The remainder of the curve 

remains the same. 
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Figure 34 NIC of single aging factors 

 

Looking at figure 35, the head and thorax makes contact with the headrest and seatback at 

105 msec. The seatback continues to deform with the THUMS pushed into the seat at 135 msec. 

This is approximately where the NICmax occurs. The neck appears to be elongated and continues 

to do at 150 msec. After this point in the simulation, the seatback begins to return partially to its 

original position. The thorax remains in contact with the seatback whereas the head moves 

forward away from the headrest. The “MAT” THUMS and “THI” THUMS have larger NIC than 

the baseline. The MAT has a peak of 12.80 m2/s2 at 119.96 msec while the THI has a peak of 

13.08 m2/s2 at 120.08 msec. Up until 150 msec, the NIC undergoes large variations but after 150 

msec, the NIC remains constant with minor variations. The “whiplash” occurs at the beginning 

of the crash. The NIC is the injury criterion to quantify this process. The peak values do not 
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exceed the limit of 15 m2/s2 but at those magnitudes, the occupant definitely experiences pain or 

high discomfort.  

 

 

Figure 35 Unmodified THUMS rear impact simulation at 105, 135, 150, and 200 msec  

 

 As for the aging factor combinations, the variations were larger than that of the single 

factors. Overall, the curves all followed the same patterns. The MAT & ROT combination had a 

lower peak of -12.32 m2/s2 at 123.64 msec. The MAT & THI combination had the highest peak 

of -13.57 m2/s2 at 128.08 msec. The MAT, THI, & ROT had a peak of -13.29 m2/s2 at 132.70 

msec. The percent differences of each modified THUMS’ NICmax from the baseline peak NIC are 

presented in table 5.  
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Table 5 Summary of percent differences from baseline peak NIC value  

 MAT THI ROT MAT & ROT MAT & THI MAT, THI, & ROT 

NICmax +0.8% +3.0% -4.7% -3.0% +6.9% +4.6% 

 

 

Figure 36 NIC of aging factor combinations   

 

 This stress contour is taking at the peak of the NIC which occurs approximately 135 msec 

of the crash. Injury occurs at the base of the neck for both the younger driver and the older driver 

with material properties and bone thickness decrease. However, for the older driver, injury also 

occurs in the top of the neck (C7). This is like a simply supported beam where the center 

experiences negative moment. The lower parts of the C2 to c6 also experience injury for the 

older driver.  
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Figure 37 Stress contours of baseline (l) and MAT and THI (r)    

   

It can be concluded that the older drivers experienced higher NICmax than younger drivers 

as much as 6.9% percent. The rotated effect of the thorax yielded a decrease in NICmax. It is 

possible that this aging factor caused the thorax to conform more into the seatback thus reducing 

the injury. The bone thickness decreased affected the NICmax greatly whereas the material 

property decreased did show signs of positive influence but not so much. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION/FUTURE WORK 

 

Summary 

 

Older drivers who tend to sit closer to the steering wheel and exhibit contracted body 

joint angles compared to extended angles expressed by younger drivers who tend to be laid back 

in the driver’s seat. Using the finite element Hybrid III dummy model, the effects of posture 

changes affecting acceleration based injury criteria were investigated.  

It can be concluded that sitting closer is beneficial for the Head Injury Criteria. When the 

driver’s torso is contracted, hence closer to the wheel, the HIC will be 5% less than a younger 

driver who is more laid back into the seat. The young drivers with extended joints besides the 

torso joint yield HIC values as high as 19%. The extension of the arms and legs act as braces 

when they contact the vehicle interior. As for the chest acceleration, older drivers with contracted 

postures yield higher values. The chest acceleration is 3% higher for situations where the torso 

and left knee are contracted. Chest acceleration is dependent on seatbelt stiffness and slack. 

While the stiffness remains constant throughout all the simulations, there are differences in slack 

when the torso angle is changed. By contracting the torso, empty space can exist between the 

driver’s back and seatback which can increase the baseline chest acceleration by 7%.  

Comparing to the baseline values, changing posture does not affect the pelvis 

acceleration but comparing old postures with young postures, there are noticeable percent 

changes between them. The contracted postures with exception of left shoulder and right ankle 

are approximately 4-6% higher. In conclusion, old postures do not necessarily yield higher injury 

criteria values but in the case of contracted torso, all three injury criteria increase. Therefore, 
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contracted torso commonly observed in older drivers is the most significant factor in increasing 

the injury possibility.  

This investigation gave us an understanding of postures’ effect on injury involving older 

occupants. With this knowledge, we can come up with engineering approaches to mitigate or 

lessen injuries such as automatic contracting seatbacks that can sense incoming crash and 

conform to the older driver’s back to brace for impact.  

 From the THUMS simulations, it can be concluded that the thorax rotation increased the 

head resultant acceleration by 15.7%. The thorax acted as the base of the neck that connects the 

head therefore it is reasonable that the changes in the thorax affected the head acceleration. The 

calcification effect decreased the chest deflection by 9.6% because the ribs are more in line with 

the force imposed by the crash. It can withstand more force when the ribs are more parallel with 

the force. As for the chest acceleration, 3.5% decrease was reported. The accelerometer is placed 

at the spine. The spine remains in the same position even with thorax rotation therefore the 

acceleration remains the same.  

 For the material property decrease, the chest deflection showed the highest increase of 

13.3%. The head and chest accelerations show noticeable increases. For the bone thickness 

decrease, the chest acceleration showed the highest increase of 12.5%. The head acceleration and 

chest deflection show noticeable increases. Overall with all three aging factors in place, the head 

and chest accelerations show high increase of 12.2% and 7.1% respectively. Whereas for the 

deflection, it remains the same.  

The older drivers experienced higher NICmax than younger drivers as much as 6.9% 

percent. The rotated effect of the thorax yielded a decrease in NICmax. It is possible that this 

aging factor caused the thorax to conform more into the seatback thus reducing the injury. The 
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bone thickness decreased affected the NICmax greatly whereas the material property decreased did 

show signs of positive influence but not so much. The injury criteria have lower threshold limits 

for females and children, but none for the older population.  

For the driving posture effects, even if both the younger driver and older driver 

experience the same acceleration response of the crash due to the driving posture, the older 

driver would be more susceptible to injury due to the lower injury tolerance. For the in-depth 

investigation using the aged model, the older drivers are more susceptible to injury to their lower 

stress limits of the body.  

 

Future Study 

 

With the possibility that Autonomous Vehicles will be fully utilized in society by 

everyone, the idea of older drivers and younger drivers having different drivers would need 

update. Without the need to manually operate a vehicle, older occupants would no longer need to 

sit closer to the steering wheel. Perhaps, older drivers would perform or act different inside an 

AV compared to younger drivers. This is a study on its own. The Hybrid III would still be an 

excellent choice for that study.  

With the aged human model, there are many possibilities of future study. It can provide 

us with the necessary tools for investigating injuries specific to older drivers. More work can be 

done to improve the aged model to yield more detailed results. The factor of obesity can be 

added to investigate the percentile of older drivers with obesity. Perhaps adding a material that 

can mimic fatty tissues. The possibilities are endless because not everyone ages the same.  
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Future work may include considering other modes of impact where certain relevant injury 

criteria will be looked at such as pelvis acceleration in side impact. Also, consider how we can 

use the aged human model to determine the lower injury tolerance older drivers have over 

younger drivers. Using the aged model as an investigation tool, future studies can include 

looking at special foams that can perform better at energy absorption than airbags. This can be an 

issue when AVs are fully utilized, the absence of steering wheels means airbags need to be 

deployed using another method. These foams can provide a great alternative. Outfitting the 

interior of the vehicle with these foams can provide all around energy absorption. Since older 

drivers exhibit different body geometry, perhaps designing seatbelts specific to older drivers. 

Another idea is seats that conform to the geometry of older drivers.   
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APPENDIX A 

LS-DYNA  

 

 LS-Dyna is a finite element analysis software specializing in highly nonlinear transient 

dynamic explicit solver (LSTC, 2017). Setting the correct contact is very important. There are 

many types of contact. For crash analysis, uncertainties such as where and how contact will be 

made between objects are present, therefore automatic contact options are available because they 

can detect penetration coming from either side of the shell element. Single surface contacts are 

the most used cards. The card chosen is the “Contact_Automatic_Single_Surface” card. The 

slave surface is defined in the “SSID” slot. Master surface “MSID” does not need to be defined. 

Thus, contact is considered between all the parts in that slave ID, including self-contact between 

the parts themselves. The first line of parameters are just different ways to link nodes, sets, or 

parts together. However, the second line has more important parameters. The “FS” and “FD” are 

static and dynamic friction coefficients, and their defaults are left as 0.2 and 0.15 respectively.  

The third line deals with overriding shell thickness options. The contact thickness is equal 

to the shell thickness. It is important that gaps between shell and beam parts are modeled to 

account for shell thickness and beam cross sections to prevent initial penetrations. This was one 

of the challenges mentioned in the previous section. LS-Dyna has a limit on the depth of initial 

penetration and will halt the simulation and give the “negative volume of elements” error. To 

prevent this in some cases, line 3 provides the option to override thickness values. Another 

option is to scale up the default contact thickness by setting “SOFT” to “1” or “2”. This is left as 

“0” because it’s better to know if excessively initial penetration occurs. For the rest of the 
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keyword card in this simulation, the values are left as default, set by the vehicle finite element 

model developers.  

 

 

Figure 38 Automatic_Single_Surface contact card 

 

The next important keyword card is the “Control_Timestep” card. “DTINIT” is the initial 

time step and the default is set at 0 which allows LS-Dyna to determine the initial step size. 

“TSSFAC” is the scale factor for the computed time step. The default is 0.9; for explosives, the 

default is lowered to 0.67. The negative volume error mentioned in the previous contact card can 

be solved using mass scaling “TSLIMT” to get a suitable time step. For example, if LS-Dyna 

automatically selects a really short time step causing the simulation to take many hours to run, it 

manually overrides the value. By setting a negative switch with a value for “DT2MS”, it allows 

all time steps below that set value to become that set value. A positive switch turns all time steps 
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to that set value. By doing so, mass will be added to the model thus will solve the negative 

volume problem. The percentage of the added volume should be less than 5% of the total amount 

of the entire model. When “ERODE” is set to 1, the simulation does not terminate due to having 

negative volumes present, instead it deletes the offending element and continues with the 

simulation. The value 1.112e-006 set for “TSLIMT” and “DTSMS” was set by the model 

developer and was left as is.  

 

 

Figure 39 Control_Timestep card 

 

 Hourglass control is an efficient method to remedy negative volume errors. As mentioned 

in the theory section, hourglass control helps minimize hourglass effects. “IHQ” is the hourglass 

type and “QM” is the hourglass coefficient. The other variables are left as default. For solids, 

stiffness form type 5 Flanagan-Belytschko with exact volume integration is ideal for skewed 

elements. The coefficient should not exceed 0.10 or else instabilities will occur.  
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Figure 40 Hourglass card 
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APPENDIX B 

HYBRID III FRONTAL IMPACT  

 

 

Figure 41 Hybrid III baseline frontal crash at 0 msec  

 

 

Figure 42 Hybrid III baseline frontal crash at 40 msec  
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Figure 43 Hybrid III baseline frontal crash at 80 msec  

 

 

Figure 44 Hybrid III baseline frontal crash at 100 msec 
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APPENDIX C 

THUMS FRONTAL IMPACT  

 

 

Figure 45 THUMS baseline frontal crash at 0 msec  

 

 

Figure 46 THUMS baseline frontal crash at 30 msec  
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Figure 47 THUMS baseline frontal crash at 60 msec  

 

 

Figure 48 THUMS baseline frontal crash at 90 msec  
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APPENDIX D 

THUMS REAR IMPACT  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49 THUMS baseline rear crash at 0, 45, 90, and 135 msec respectively  
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